
Natal Bird Club 
A Branch of the Southern African Ornithological Society 

P.O. Box 10502, 
Scottsville, 
3209. 

c/o Durban Museum, 
P.O. Box 4085, 
Durban 4000. 

W H I T E S T O R K C E N S U S 

145 RIDGE ROAD DURBAN 4001 
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Thank you very much for your stork report which arrived on --ut..:::.az~ f.a.l'Nt- ,._nf

This will be sent to the Transvaal for processing. We already have a ~'i-<
wonderful lot of records from the 1983-4 season and your recent observa-
tion will help to increase the accuracy and value of our results. 

Please send me any and every observation of White Storks during this 
migration (Oct ' 84 - March '85 ) with the greatest possible accuracy with 
regard to place and time (geographical co-ordinates gratefully received). 

Your observations on what your storks were doing when you saw them, are 
of great value. Were they feeding? . If in marshes or pastures or the veld 
(give the kind of grass if possible)and if you can identify their insect 
prey so much the better. 

If in flight, were they just soaring in circ les or travelling relatively 
short distances or did they appear to be on migration - what direction 
were they travelli ng in? 

If you find a stork roost please give the exact locality with numbers 
roosting and the tree species used for roosting. (geographical co1-:-0rdi-
nates again if possible). ~ 

If you can identify immature storks, we would be pleased to know the 
relative numbers of juveniles and adults. 

Send in your observations one at a time or in a long list at the end of 
the season - whichever you like, but please send them in. 

Your name is on our mailing list and we will let you know the results of 
the census when they are available. 

Please keep in touch. 

Yours sincerely 

~ 
Hamish Campbell 


